
Domo Contract Flooring 
becomes 
modulyss®

From 29th March, Domo Contract Flooring will be known as 

modulyss®. The name change reflects a change of focus: the 

carpet tile manufacturer will henceforth design and manu-

facture modular carpet tiles solely for the European contract 

market. A new name brings new commitments. modulyss® is 

a return to the essential principle of floor coverings: quality. 

This engagement includes a 15-year quality guarantee - 

unique for the market.  



Just say modulyss®

With modulyss®, Domo Contract Flooring intentionally ceases its activities in the resi-

dential segment. The company will only manufacture modular floor coverings for offices, 

public buildings, hotels, shop chains, meeting rooms, etc. Carpet tiles are often a fast 

and budget-friendly solution for these larger than average surfaces. The commercializa-

tion of carpet tiles for private homes will, from now on, be handled by Domo Tiles, based 

in Oudenaarde. The manufacture of residential carpet tiles will remain in Zele.

Gregory De Clerck, CEO Domo industries: “In the past few years, Domo Contract 

Flooring in Zele has developed a strong range of carpet tiles and a secure position 

in both the residential and contract markets. The time has come for us, through the 

high-end range by modulyss®, to apply ourselves fully to the contract market. The 

residential tiles segment has been taken over by our associates in Oudenaarde, who 

are specialised in the private home market. We want to offer both segments an even 

better service.” 

modulyss® is not only an on-trend carpet tile manufacturer but also a market oriented, 

profitable player on the contract market that always places quality first. The company 

set up a 50 point programme designed to show how quality is controlled at each level 

of the business. As well as high quality requirements for durable materials and design, 

modulyss® will provide a solution-focused, fast delivery service. Surfaces of up to 700 m²

will be delivered within the week.  

modulyss®, 
the architect’s partner

modulyss® focuses strongly on its relationship with architects, since it is the architect 

who is often at least jointly responsible for the choice of floor coverings in a contract 

project. National and international architect firms and interior designers will soon be 

introduced to modulyss® as a manufacturer of carpet tiles and, furthermore, as an 

architectural consultancy. 

Stefaan Roose, modulyss®: “With modulyss®, we are offering architectural carpet tile 

solutions for the European contract market. We want to assist architects in designing 

aesthetic, quality proposals for each and every project. The architect will discover in 

modulyss® a partner that thinks and acts proactively from the conception stage to the 

execution.”  

 



modulyss®, more than trendy carpet tiles 

modulyss® manufactures and delivers not only carpet tiles but also decorative, 

high quality solutions. In addition, modulyss® takes its environmental and social 

responsibilities seriously and is continuing the CARE programme started by Domo 

Contract Flooring. CARE is working with the Vanheede Environment Group on 

solutions to turn carpet tiles into raw materials and energy once they reach the end 

of their life cycle. We are also adding to the ecological carpet tile range, presently 

comprising 3 products, minimum70, eco70 L and eco70 C with a new product: 

reverse70. These 4 carpet tile collections are unique on the market in that they are 

manufactured from 70 % recycled materials.  

Prestigious projects, 
the highs and the future

In its former guise as Domo Contract Flooring, modulyss® realised a number of 

prestigious projects both at home and abroad. From November 2008 to March 

2009, the carpet tile manufacturer was involved in the restyling of Pier B at 

Brussels Airport, better known as the arrivals and departure zone for long haul 

flights to non-Schengen countries. The company delivered approximately 10 500m² 

Black& carpet tiles. These tiles are very stable and easy to maintain and further-

more meet the strictest international criteria. Such projects taste very moreish!  
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